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asked current palliative medicine consultant and trainees why did
do they love most of our specialty. The responses are touching,

enjoy them as much
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Seeing someone who thought they would never feel comfortable & contented
again, become comfortable & contented. Whether that’s symptom
management, addressing emotional distress, existential fears or family
dynamics - every day, those are rewards.

It works.
Simple as that.
Almost everyone we see, we get to make *some* difference.
There is loads loads loads more to do to make it better and it can’t do nearly all that
we’d want, but the potential reach of the approach we espouse is remarkable and lasting.

For me it’s I
genuinely really enjoy

all my boxes

the variety - in terms of patients but also location and opportunities.
dual training in GIM and am loving exploring the academic

side of pall med too. Ticks
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I was inspired as a very junior doctor by the palliative care
consultant from a local hospice, who came and saw our
sickest patients, and always turned the conversation into all
the things we could do. I have always hated the negativity
of ‘these nothing more we can do’ and finding a specialty
that is honest, practical and forward thinking was just what
I wanted.
I have worked in the specialty for over 30 years now. I love
being part of a team with fantastic and complementary
knowledge and skills. I love how patient and family centred
the specialty is and working in a hospital team, being able
to advocate for people is an important part of the job. I
enjoy looking at the whole picture, the attention to detail
and the power of good communication. I enjoy being able to
be alongside patients and families at such a precious time.
And the breadth of medicine that we see means that it is
always varied, challenging and interesting; no day is every
the same.
I’ve loved my career and feel so lucky to have found
palliative care
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I never thought I’d be interested in Palliative Medicine! But now, a few months out
from completing my specialty training, I really feel I’ve found my fit in medicine. As
a speciality given so little time in my medical school training, Palliative Medicine
barely flashed up on my radar, and I was bemused when a fellow F1 colleague told
me this was the speciality they were set on. Then, during my vascular rotation with
that colleague, I met an elderly gentleman who unfortunately was suffering with
bilateral leg ischaemia. Initial revascularisation attempts failed, resulting in progressive
surgery, eating up both legs, whilst the persistent delirium ate at his mind, relationships
and quality of life. Despite a hindquarter and above knee amputation on each side,
the necrosis continued to spread. His family were distraught and felt that their
father/grandfather would not wish for further surgery at this stage. This was difficult
news for our surgical colleagues. But with the support of the ward sister and palliative
care team, the whole approach to his care pivoted, to one that focused on getting
him pain-free and home to his family as soon as possible. As plans were made, his
delirium abated, and he became able to recognise the loved ones whose photos
were plastered across his side room wall. As he eventually made it home, smiling,
despite his terminal condition, something was planted in me.

Over the subsequent years, like a little sapling leaning towards the shifting light, I found
that I was drawn to patients and families whose care became more focused on who they
were and what was important to them. The profound impact of skilled communication
was also something I really loved about medicine and seeing this used, expertly and
sensitively, at such a delicate time in people’s lives, really spoke to me.

the

thatPalliative Medicine is a speciality that inspires me regularly – be through our
brilliant, dedicated, multi-disciplinary team colleagues and learning from their expertise,

way the specialty wants to tackle societal and cultural taboos, or often through all
the complex facets of human psychology that we see each day.
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Providing palliative care is an absolute privilege. People let us in during such affecting
times in their lives. The vulnerability and trust handed over to us must be handled with
the utmost care and I have learnt so much as a result of people’s generosity in this
regard. I used to try to compartmentalise my “work” and “personal” life, but actually
palliative care has taught me so much more than just pathophysiology, pharmacology
and complex ethics, fascinating as those things are. The connection we build with those
we care for has undeniably shaped me as a person, which is now something I take
much delight in, rather than feeling I’ve failed to maintain a narrow view of what
work-life balance means.

Last week, I sat at the bedside of one of my dying patients with their partner. The
partner spoke of how they’d been married 62 years. With a broad smile, he recounted
their first meeting in Trafalgar Square as teens. I listened with attention and gratitude.
Then he paused and said, “you really love your job, don’t you?”. I was a little surprised by
this, and noted the peculiar picture of someone enjoying being at people’s deathbeds
that flashed across my mind, if this little snapshot was taken out of context. But then I
replied, “yes, I really do”. “I can tell” he smiled.




